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ABSTRACT

We report on the secondary ion emission of negative ions and electrons from alkali salts
bombarded with high energy ( 9 MeV) Ar+++. Quite different features aie observed according
to die nature of the salt investigated (halide or oxygenated). In the case of cesium, the electron
emission from halides is characterized by intense election showers (several hundred elections)
with narrow distributions in intensity and orientation. Conversely, for oxygenated salts, these
distributions are broader, much less intense (one order of magnitude), and the km emission
exhibits a dissymetry, which has never been observed for inorganics. We tentatively interpret
this last result in terms of radiolysis of the oxygenated salt, a process well documented for
gamma-ray irradiation, but not yet reported in secondary km emission.

Keywords: secondary ion and electron emission, electronic sputtering, time-of-flight, cesium
salts, radiolysis.
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NTRODUCnON

During the last decade, there has been a considerable interest for secondary ion emisôon
resulting from electronic sputtering of dielectrics. In the field of biomaterials many
investigations have been devoted to the understanding of the emission of very large intact
molecules, and mass spectrometry (especially using time-of-flight) has been widely used for
analysis but mainly on a qualitative basis. In comparison, no such effort can be reported for
inorganics, despite the analytical potential of the phenomenum for surface analysis. Qualitative
features of surface profiling have been reported in a previous paper [1], but quantitative
analysis still requires a better knowledge of the fundamentals both of electronic sputtering and
ion formation and emission. Ionic compounds such as alkali halides have often been considered
as "model11 materials for investigating die basic parameters of the emission yield, mostly related
to the projectile, i.e. energy, angle of incidence, charge state, etc. Indeed, the role of electronic
stopping in the sputtering process has been already established at low bombarding energies in
terms of defect formation [2] and the d&sorptkm can be attributed to excitons close to die
surface or migrating towards it [3]. However, depicting such targets as "models" is somewhat
questionable since very few has been reported for other materials such as oxides, glasses or
semiconductors. As a first attempt towards some kind of systematic study, we have already
made a comparative study between cesium halides, sulfate and nitrate [4]. It was reported that
the yield of all the characteristic ions (bom positive and negative) is systematically higher for
oxygenated salts. Moreover, these materials exhibit dose dependent modifications which are
also observed in contaminated halide materials, and beam iriduced fragmentation of specific
groups leading to liberation of chemically active species was highly suspected. With these
additional parameters in mind, it was men decided to look at other peculiarities within these two
categories of salts, like the electron emission associated to negative ion emisskn. Not only
multiplicity but also angular distributions have been obtained, and tins for as many different as
possible materials.

EXPERIMENTAL

All the samples characteristic of halides (iodide, chloride and bromide) as well as
oxygenated salts (nitrate, sulfate and perchlorate) were obtained as thin (50 |ig cm-2) deposits
by evaporation onto aluminized Mylar foils about 1 um thick. For comparison, some materials
have been prepared by electrospray onto bulk aluminum substrate and also as pellets for the
oxygenated salts. No significant differences related to the eteboration process can be reported in
the experimental findings described later on. However, with crystals, when available, a high
background in the TOF spectra was indicative of charging effects, except for cesium iodide
when doped with thallium. Two organic samples have also been used. The low mass (165 u)



phenylalanine sample is also evaporated while the heavier (1183 u) Luteinizing Hormone
Releasing Hormone (LHRH) material is adsorbed on electiosprayed nitrocellulose. For the
deposits by evaporation or electrospray, optical microscopy (magnification 70) has been
performed to look at possible inhomogeneity. Except minor variations in morphology (halides
are more "granulous", electrospray is very uniform), there was no indication of incomplete
coverage of the substrate.

Argon ions in the Mev range are convenient projectiles for inducing electron and km
emission in the target of interest from the 4 MV Van De Graaff accelerator of Ae Institut de
Physique Nucléaire de Lyon [4]. We use typically triply charged ions around 9 MeV since the
stopping power is at about 80% of its maximum value together with the ion yield. Hie intensity
of the beam as well as its size are kept respectively to several thousand projectiles per second
and to several tenths of millimeter by using a fixed collimator at the upstream beam focal point
and crossed slits of adjustable width 80 cm from the target. An upper limit of the spot size has
been estimated to be 0.12 mm (see later on).

The only modification of the TOF detection system from its original design [4] is the
possibility to collimate the miciochannel plate (MCP) assembly. For this purpose, a plate with a
slit of fixed width (typically 0.5 mm), can be translated in front of the MCP, horizontally or
vertically using a micropositionner (see insert of Fig. 1 ). The angular distribution of the flying
particles can be obtained that way.

Ejected secondary ions and electrons are extracted and accelerated by a potential
difference of 5 kV between the biased target and a grounded stainless steel annular electrode
with an internal diameter of 5 mm. The vole of the focusing electrode located on the flight path
was only to assess the total collection of the emitted particles by the MCP. TOF measurements
were either performed using as start signal resulting from the detection in a surface barrier
detector of the primary ions passing through thin targets, or from the detection of elections in
the MCP. This last case, often described as "start election", takes advantage of the fact that each
impact leads to the emission of several electrons. Since the emission yield is defined as the
average number of secondary particles per incident projectile, mis number is always higher man
100% for electrons which, in addition, aie the first to reach the MCP. Then, stop signals are
taken from the same event (electrons followed by negative ions), splitting the MCP output and
introducing a delay between start and stop input signals of the time-digital-converter (TDC).

The related fast electronics have already been described [5]. In order to correlate the km
emission to the amplitude of the start signal ( related to the number of emitted electrons), an
adjustable amplitude window must be available on the related constant reaction discriminator
(CFD). If not, one has to vary the threshold of the CFD and differentiate the resulting curve for
obtaining the distribution of interest. Calibration was performed with a fast (400 MHz)
digitizing oscilloscope (Hewlett-Packard 54502 A) fed with the MCP fast signal and gated by
the corresponding adjusted CFD signal.



Our electrostatic optics has been initially designed to optimize the collection
efficiency when activating the focusing electrode. This was necessary because the system by
itself is defocusing as a function of the initiaL energy EQ and of the angle of emission 6 of the
ejected particle, in one hand, and in the other hand, as a function of the distance Di between the
impact and the intercept of the target by the optical axis. Then, using standard equations, the
corresponding distance Df on the MCP is well approximated by the formula:

Df = MxDi + 8X(EoAO1^xSUIe

where M is the magnification factor of the misalignment on the optical axis and a a parameter
depending on the geometry.

Trajectory simulations aie easily performed with the use of a computer program like
SIMION [6], and one can introduce typical values for the initial energy and deduce the
maximum angle of emission compatible with the size of the MCP (<t> 14 mm). The extreme
trajectories represented on Fig. 1 are for a spot size of 0.5 mm in diameter, centered on die
optical axis intercept. For a mean value of 1 eV for the initial energy of the emitted ion, the
corresponding values of the angle of emission are ± 60°.

To avoid the consequences of a misalignment such a system requires the incident beam
to be carefully directed at the intercept of the opical axis with the target surface. Practically, one
can define the geometrical axis with a laser beam and materialize its emergence on the target
with a hole drilled into a metallic piece of reproducible position at the target site. With a
diameter as small as 0.5 mm, a first diagnostic of alignment is done when mere is no low of
particles in the SBD when interposing such a piece. Moreover, in order to make a better
estimate not only of the spot size but also of the mean particle distribution over the spot area we
have selected the two extreme situations found with the organic material LHRH (1183 u). As
shown on Fig. 2, the mean direction of emission of positive ion differs from the normal to die
target: this has already reported in ref . 7, but with a poorer resolution. On die other hand, and
this has not been reported yet to our knowledge, there is no noticeable deviation from the
normal to the target for the negative ion [(M-H) - 2 H2O]- and for the fragment of mass 26. Any
discussion of the apparent dissymetry of these distributions is out of the scope of the present
paper but it can be noticed that we are in presence of the narrowest distribution observed in the
course of the present experiments. Accordingly, if one ascribes the undistorded part of die
distribution to the one of the particles within the beam spot ( no contribution of energy or angle
of emission), an upper limit for the impact diameter is about 0.12 mm. Consequently, any
difference between distributions wider than the previous reference will be significant of
different parameters of emission.



RESULTS

A) Multiplicity

As far as secondary electron emission is concerned, there is a striking difference
between respectively cesium halides (chloride, bromide and iodide) and cesium oxygenated
salts (sulfate, nitrate and peichlorate). This is readily observed from the respective MCP signal
outputs represented in the inserts of Fig.3 and 4. For all the halides, the pulse height
distribution can be very sharp as illustrated in Fig. 3 for cesium iodide which exhibits the
largest amplitude. In contrast, for all the oxygenated salts the distribution is broader as shown
in Fig. 4 for cesium nitrate. However, the MCP response is not linear and any quantitative
election number distribution requires the use of a solid state detector. Then, the quality of the
calibration depends on many factors among which the entrance dead layer of the detector, the
election eneigy, the knowledge of the scattering factor, etc (8) , which implies many checks in
the experiments. However, from our preliminary measurements, it seems mat mere is a much
pronounced difference in the mean electron number between the two materials since the
maximum of the election distribution for the cesium iodide is around 350 but around one «der
of magnitude below for cesium nitrate -these values being for triply chaiged Ar ions at 9 MeV.
Before the completion of a reliable calibration, the electron pulse height distribution will be
given as a function of the MCP signal amplitude from the adjustment of an amplitude window
on the CFD of the start electron signal (see experimental section). In such a way, one also
obtains the probability of emission of the ions associated to a given number of electrons
simultaneously emitted (showers).

Such a distribution of ions correlated to a given number of electrons is also represented
on Fig.3 for I- and for a common contaminant - here C2H-. As one can see, mere is a close
similarity between these distributions and the electron distribution. Accordingly, if we define a
relative ion yield with respect to the number of elections per shower, we will observe a sleep
increase of the yield of the previous ions at some threshold value of the number of electrons
(coiresponding to the sharp increase of the distribution up to its maximum) with a maximum at
the highest election number. Such a relative yield variation has been represented in Fig. 4 for
the oxyanions of cesium nitrate. In contrast to the previous case, for the characteristic ions
NO2- and NO3-, the increase is monotonous up to a value which also corresponds to the highest
election number. However, for the contaminants (still represented: C2H-) there is a departure
from an identical relative variation, the increase being steeper at some value of the elections
number.

As suggested by our preliminary experiments on the determination of the electron
number associated to the pulse height distribution, narrow amplitude distributions are more
likely related to some saturation in the MCP response to a large number of simultaneously



incoming elections, altough they are not identical for the three halides investigated In addition»
if these shapes can be considered as typical of the halides, they are mostly observed with
freshly evaporated targets. The aging process is responsible for a broadening which is
accompanied by a variation of the global ion yield as a function of aging time, different for the
three halides investigated: slow increase for I-, steep for Br, continuous decrease for Cl-. This
evolution is likely related to surface oxidation or hydtation which may lead to the appearance of
new peaks in the TOF spectrum. This is illustrated in Fig.5 for a cesium iodide sample in which
an ion of mass 164 daltons is observed after both broadening of the electron distribution and
variation of the I- yield. Such a mass can hardly reveal an impurity due to the elaboration
process since it is readily observed from a cesium iodide target made by electrospmy and
exhibiting a broad election distribution. For such a sample as well as for the crystal CsI(Tl) also
showing a broad election distribution, the I- yield is always higher than fora freshly evaporated
layer. These are additional arguments for associating oxidation or hydiation to high émission
yield.

At last, the cesium peichlorate case is a good test for assessing the differences between
these two families of cesium salts. A carefully prepared sample exhibits all the features of an
oxygenated salt, both for the election distribution and for the variation of the relative yield of
CIO4- and Cl- as a function of the number of elections (see Fig. 6). On the other hand, an
election distribution as the one shown in Fig. 7 is indicative of a mixture of perchlorate and
chloride, as supported by the different variation of the the respective yields of CIO4- and Cl-.
For amplitudes of the election signal larger than the maximum observed in the previous case
(around 200 mV) we observe, as expected, a monotonous decrease of the CIO4- relative yield
while the one of Cl- is stabilized for the highest amplitude values. This is in qualitative
agreement with the increase of the Cl- production from the chloride component of the mixture,
which has a maximum election emission (and Cl- emission) for the highest amplitude. The
differences between these two perchlorate samples are mainly attributed to the evaporation
conditions since both samples made by electrospray or simple pellets exhibit the electron
distribution characteristic of oxygenated salts. Since all the other oxygenated salts are very
stable, the aging behaviour observed with this last material must be ascribed to the alkali halide
component of the mixture.

From these features, it is tempting to relate the existence of a broad distribution to the
emission of oxygenated species present or resulting from aging (for cesium halides). Of course,
we have been aware of a possible contribution of the aluminum substrate for inhomogeneous
samples, as reported by Becker et al. [9]. This occurence has been ruled out from the various
checks here reported as well as from the examinations described in the experimental section.
This is a real concern since for our experimental conditions, the electron distribution from
aluminum is close to those from oxygenated salts, although the maximum is slightly shifted at
an higher amplitude ( 180 inV compared to 100-120 mV for most of the oxygenated salts).



B) Angular distribution

Following the study of the statistical distribution of the election showers and the related
probability of ion simultaneous emission, it would be interesting, for the two families of
cesium salts, to know the spatial extension of these showers and of the trajectories of their
associated ions. The procedure of displacing a slit in front of the MCP in order to obtain the
angular distribution has been applied. As expected, the emission has been found symmetric in
the vertical plane, as verified for different representative samples by using an horizontal slit.
Then, all the angular distributions here reported are for the horizontal plane, Le. taken with the
vertical slit.

For the electron emission, a 100% yield (relative to the primary ions) only means that
some fraction of the shower (minimum number of electrons for triggering the MCP) is always
passing the slit. Accordingly, there should some distorsion of the characteristic distribution of a
given family for a different slit width, but the differences appearing in Rg. 8 for the piesent
experiment (width of 0.5 mm) would still qualitatively remain. For example, it can be seen mat
while all the showers (100% yield) from cesium iodide are detected when the slit coincides with
the axis of symmetry, there is only one over two from cesium sulfate. The showers from mis
last material have not only a broader distribution of electrons in smaller number, but one can
also see that they have a broader spatial distribution. Since the spatial extension of a shower is
likely related to its number of electrons (space charge), the previous features seem to indicate
mat the more electrons are emitted under a primary ion impact, the more peaked at the normal
incidence is the corresponding shower. Accordingly, the broad electron distribution found with
oxygenated salts can be associated to a broad spatial emission.

The interpretation of the ion distribution is simpler because there is a négligeable
probability to have more than one ion emitted upon a primary ion impact Then, the smaller is
the slit width, the better is the spatial resolution. Since the performances of the system have
already been discussed in the experimental section, we can concentrate on the differences
between the emission of I~ from cesium iodide and SO2" from cesium sulfate as representative
results of the two families of cesium salts. This is illustrated on Rg. 9. The halogen emission is
found almost symmetric around the normam direction while there is a slight but definite
dissymetry in the sulfur dioxide ion distribution. All the distributions are centered at the same
point, which, in this particular experiment, is no more than 0.2 mm away from the geometrical
center of the MCP, i.e. the primary beam is aligned within 10 um to the optical axis of the TOF
system.

With such an optical system, this procedure, although tedious, affords a precision
which is only limited by the required statistics and there is a very good reproducibility. The
revealed dissymetry in the ion emision from oxygenated salts has never been reported, as for



any inorganic material. It must be noticed that a low mass organics like phenylalanine has an

ion angular distribution identical to those of halogens (see Fig. 9), while the electron emission

has the features of oxygenated salts (see Fig. 8).

DISCUSSION

In their early work on the spatial distribution of the secondary ion emission, Ens et al.

[7] have reported that, in contrast to molecular ions from biomolecules, the emission of

positive ions from cesium halides was found symmetric around the normal direction, even for

the (CsI)4Cs+ cluster, the mass of which is approximately the same as that of LHRR This

behaviour is also observed for the other halides we have investigated [10]. Still _for organics

[11], the negative ion distributions are narrower than those of positive, but still symmetric.ThU

is also what we have observed for alkali halides, which has never been reported to our

knowledge. Of course, one does not expect for inorganics the effect of a radial expansion from

the ion track, as it occurs with organics [12], To account for a distribution peaked in the normal

direction, but dissymetric, one must look for the contribution of deep layers, which, due to the

angle of incidence, should be greater in the half space opposite to the one containing the

incident beam. Should the emission of halogens dealing with some diffusion process [2,3], an

isotropic emission would mean that the diffusion depth is not large compared to the track core

diameter. Conversely, is the emission of oxyanions dealing with bulk modifications? The

occurence of radiolysis could be the answer.

As a matter of fact, radiolysis of oxyanion compounds such as nitrates but also

chlorates, bromates, iodates, sulfates etc. has been extensively examined by several

investigators [13, 14, 15, 16] mostly using gamma irradiation. The process, which it

particularly documented for nitrates [16], involves the release (and consequently diffusion) of

NO3, NO2 and of course electrons, which, at the surface, are either emitted or recombine with

the released species, giving rise to NO3- and NO2~ emission. The role of the oxygen liberated

in the process (either from NO3 • NO2 + O or NO3 + e- • NO2~ + O and finally O + O •

O2) has been simulated by maintaining a local pressure of oxygen gas at the surface of a cesium

chloride target. No change is observed in the Cl- emission and no CIO4- ion is detected.

Obviously, the oxygen release is a consequence of the phenomenon and not an ingredient

This general picture is supported by our observations in several ways:

-The large distribution of the number of electrons per impact is compatible with a longe range

diffusion process involving a broad statistic of emission. The simple concept of the ion track

being an oblique cylinder reservoir of electrons diffusing towards the surface is consistent with

a maximum emission at the normal incidence. Then, the extent of dissymetry depends on how

far in depth can the electrons originate. Of course, the more electrons are released, the mote

efficient is the impact in terms of ion production upon this radiolysis process.
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-At the incident energy where the previous experiments have been performed (9 MeV Ar ions)

the yields of the oxyanions have always been found larger than those of halogens [4,5] .

Surprisingly, the formers are undetectable under spontaneous desorption while, as expected

[17], the laters are still emitted. From preliminary data taken at the energies of 9 ,3 and LS

MeV, one can clearly see that the yield variation as a function of the primary ion energy is quite

different for the two families ( see Fig. 10 ). While the variation for I- and Cl- is comparable to

that of the electronic stopping (see also Ref. 9), there is a much steeper increase for cesium

nitrate and even more pronouced for cesium sulfate. Obviously, the energy deposited in the

whole track ( down to some threshold ) must be involved in the process. At this early stage, the

most promising investigation is towards a detectable modification induced by the analysing

beam itself. On irradiated zones, one would observe a decrease of the oxyanion yield from the

threshold dose at which the tracks begin to overlap. It would be interesting to see if this

evolution is as linear as the one observed upon gamma irradiation [16],

SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

Electron and negative ion emission from cesium salts bombarded by heavy ions in the

electronic stopping regime has very different features wether it concerns halides or oxygenated

salts. The former case deals with production of intense (several hundred) electron showers with

a pretty narrow distribution both in number and orientation. The ions are emitted isotropicaUy

within the sheaft of the electron shower strongly oriented towards the direction normal to the

surface. In the case of oxygenated salts, there is a braoader distribution of die electrons with a

maximum significantly lower (less than fifty electrons per impact). The ion emission probability

increases with the electron number within a shower. Although a maximum is also reached in die

normal direction, a significant dissymetry in the half space opposite to the one containing the

incident beam is always observed.

This peculiarity in the electron emission from alkali halides (narrow distribution) is only

observed with freshly evaporated deposits. Broadening appears with time together with

variation of the ion yield. These changes are likely attributed to surface oxidation or hydration.

This is not observed for oxygenated salts, except if the oxidation is not complete (perchlorate

mixed with chloride).

While the secondary emission for alkali halides seems to result from a sputtering

process already at work at low energy (defect formation and exciton migration), the process

could be entirely different for oxygenated salts. The previous features, as well as the incident

beam energy dependence of the ion yields, support the existence of a radiolysis process, well

documented for nitrate irradiated with gamma-rays. Studies based on dose dependent evolution

of such materials ate strongly needed in the next future.
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